Syrian refugee crisis continues to claim lives

By: Crystal Bonilla

The refugee crisis in Europe has claimed the lives of an estimated 310,000 people, a number that continues to rise as a result of violence and war. Amusingly, it looks for a solution.

The Syrian civil war began in 2011, when Syrians, angry at the brutal dictatorship of Bashar al-Assad, tried to rise up and overthrow the government. They began with peaceful protests, according to the German news site, Spiegel International.

Assad responded in many cases by slaughtering protesters and even using chemical weapons against his own people. BBC reported that over 100,000 people were killed in the past four years during this conflict.

According to Newsweek, this has caused Syria to divide into three separate territories; rebel fighters such as the Free Syrian Army, supporters of the Assad regime, and Islamic extremists like ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Greater Syria). A 2011 article from Yale University, was asked why Bashar Al-Assad was bombing his own citizens, “He is fighting against simply running into any open direction.”

“A lot of times, if you aren’t sure where the shooter is, you don’t necessarily want to run out of an area where the shooter might be.”

So that’s where you go.
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BY LAUREN SAVANA

Syrian refugee crisis claims more lives

The Syrian citizen who has to leave their homeland does not necessarily have the luxury of choosing where they will live. As Firat adds, "These are very small countries that simply don't have the infrastructure to house the millions or even thousands of refugees. They do have the opportunity to flee to their home country have mainly taken refuge in the areas near borders such as Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, but they are not necessarily more concerned with Iran and Israel, or other issues in the region. In most recent events, Russia has maintained control of the islands in Syria due to their longstanding relationship with the Assad regime. Russia is said to be targeting the Islamic State due to its recent bombings in Syria. Until the Syrian civil war is resolved, the millions of refugees who fled from their homes have no hope of returning."
Embrace the Differences: View Autism in a new light

Children march to spread Autism Awareness.
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One high school student, Sarah Fehr, 20, a Criminal Justice major from Levittown, says, “Transfer-fairing is a simple and easy for transfer—students to plan out their transfer. While handing out additional information, Rachel Gilg, Assistant Director of Admissions at Temple, likes coming to our transfer fair because, “Temple, leaving many options for Bucks students.”

Throughout her personal experiences dealing with Asperger’s Syndrome, Sarah has a nephew who was diagnosed with autism. She gives her own definition of what autism meant to her. She said, “Autism can have hyperactivity but usually, people with autism are much stronger in fields of creativity and are usually smart.”

According to Autism Speaks organization, which is considered a widely recognized organization in the world, every individual with autism possesses different qualities and traits setting them apart from others. In many cases, these traits and qualities help them build and maintain strong careers in a wide array of fields.

In the media, we are surrounded by images of the way we are supposed to dress and appear to the public. The media may not always acknowledge the people that may not “fit the part” but have achieved a lot of their goals in a short time. On the autism spectrum, we are surrounded by writers, singers, and actors such as Temple Grandin, Susan Boyle, and Dan Aykroyd. They have their careers around their strongest passions and find success in doing so.
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According to Autism Speaks organization, which is considered a widely recognized organization in the world, every individual with autism possesses different qualities and traits setting them apart from others. In many cases, these traits and qualities help them build and maintain strong careers in a wide array of fields.

In the media, we are surrounded by images of the way we are supposed to dress and appear to the public. The media may not always acknowledge the people that may not “fit the part” but have achieved a lot of their goals in a short time. On the autism spectrum, we are surrounded by writers, singers, and actors such as Temple Grandin, Susan Boyle, and Dan Aykroyd. They have their careers around their strongest passions and find success in doing so.

There are successful people with autism who have dedicated their lives and their careers to acknowledging their differences to the public and have become recognizable names with tons of resources at every campus. The diverse network and number of majors can help benefit future students.

Transfer Center Information

By: Collin Gull

The transfer fair at Bucks this fall was a huge success, connecting students with other colleges and universities that have easy transfer programs and are welcoming to new students.

The fair is designed so students can have a person- al talk with representatives from the school and answer questions the students have while handing out additional information. Rachel Gilg, Assistant Director of Admissions at Temple, likens coming to our transfer fair because, “Temple is the No. 1 transfer location

With over 70 colleges at multiple options to learn more about transferring, visit www.bucks.edu/transfer or call 215-968-8031.
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The shooting that took place in Oregon recently is raising concern among college students all over the country. The shooting took place on Thursday, Oct. 1 at Umpqua Community College. Gunman, Christopher Harper-Mercer, 26, targeted Christians as he entered classrooms ready to shoot. Harper-Mercer ordered everyone to get down and then for those who professed to be Christians to stand. To those who stood he said “Good, because you’re a Christian, you’re going to see God in just about one second,” and then shot them.

A total of 10 people were killed and seven were injured. Harper-Mercer had 13 weapons, six of which were at his disposal and seven at his home. According to CNN, Mercer started in one building and then made his way into the science building. To take care of the situation, tactical teams and bomb squads were evacuating people from buildings and vehicles from the parking lots. Harper-Mercer committed suicide in the process of shooting at police.

Business major Ben Kenis, 19, called this shooting a tragedy and said it “just proves you can never be too safe.” He said he would hope that if threats were to happen closer to home, there would be police on campus and an increase in security. An anonymous online threat was made on Monday, Oct. 5, claiming that an attack would happen on a university near Philadelphia at 2 p.m. While the threat was not carried out, schools and students in and around Philadelphia took precautions. Some students skipped class and some schools brought police on campus and asked students to show their id’s before entering.

Communications major Tia Truchel, 22, also related the Oregon shooting to the recent threat towards universities in the Philadelphia area. She said that the craziest thing was that it was related to the same website as the other shooting and wondered why the FBI couldn’t track where these posts were coming from. She said she wanted to feel safer and said, “I guess it makes you feel like we need to step it up a little bit.” Truchel also noted how “everything lately has been based off religious threats.”

Brooke Bailey, an undecided major, 19, from Warrington noted that these people lost their lives because of their beliefs. “The shooting made me look at where I am in life,” said Bailey. “It made me question my faith. I look at the victims in the shooting as heroes because even though they sadly lost their lives, they led me and hopefully others to the Lord.” Bailey goes on to say that she thinks Bucks handled Monday’s threat well: “If Bucks got a threat, they should have security and cops… if there isn’t a threat… security should always be alert and able to contact the cops quickly.” She believes we should not live in fear despite the sad reality.

In response to this tragedy, President Obama said, “Our thoughts and prayers are not enough. It’s not enough. It does not capture the heartache and grief and anger that we should feel, and it does nothing to prevent this carnage from being inflicted someplace else in America – next week, or a couple months from now.”
Seattle CEO Dan Price tackles income inequality issues

Seattle CEO Dan Price tackles income inequality issues

Part of my job is to look out for what will benefit the company..." Price explains.

"I think they're half right and half wrong," Price claims.

"It gives them responsibility and the freedom over themselves," Price explains.

"The income gap is a big struggle for the middle class and part of that is things are getting more expensive and the wage growth just isn't keeping up. I would like to..." Price explains.

"Repack the conversation and have people start thinking about a different way of doing business," Price says.

"We have a moral imperative as leaders to do the best we can for those we're leading." Price claims.

"We made it my mission to solve the problem..." Price explains.

"The income gap is a big struggle for the middle class and part of that is things are getting more expensive and the wage growth just isn't keeping up. I would like to..." Price explains.
Gun control: A pressing matter and a difficult solution

Despite the horrific number of Americans who have had their lives and families changed forever due to senseless gun violence, there has been no movement in Congress to toughen up existing gun laws. After the shooting in Oregon, Democratic presidential hopeful’s Hillary Clinton and Martin O’Malley, have come out in support of furthering gun control while the GOP candidates continue to remain adamantly opposed to further restrictions.

The debate pits public safety advocates against those who believe self-defense through gun ownership is a constitutional right that should not be breached in any way. While Hillary Clinton and Martin O’Malley, have offered serious proposals to curb gun violence, the Republican candidates argued that more gun restrictions would be wholly ineffective at preventing mass shootings. As Obama noted in his statement after the killings in Oregon, many Americans have been killed by gun violence than by terrorism. According to CNN, between 2001 and 2013, there were 406,696 who died as a result of gun violence whereas victims of terrorism numbered 11,130. In the aftermath of the shootings in Oregon, Hillary Clinton, has outlined four steps to curb gun violence. Firstly, the plan seeks to make it tougher for vendors without a license to sell firearms at gun shows. Because of the “gun show loophole,” buyers at those events do not have to undergo a background check. Current laws allow buyers to acquire a gun after three days even if the background check is still incomplete. Clinton’s second proposal would seek to close that loophole.

Next, Clinton wants to enact new laws that would forbid those who have committed domestic violence from purchasing guns. In a study, the Center for American Progress found that almost 12,000 convicted stalkers still retain their right to acquire guns. Last but not least, Clinton wants to revoke the legal immunity that has been extended to both manufacturers and dealers of guns since 2005. Another Democratic candidate, Martin O’Malley, the former governor of Maryland, proposed even more stringent gun regulations. O’Malley claims he wants to “ban the sale of combat assault weapons.” O’Malley also wants to require every gun purchaser to be fingerprinted and to have a license. Since the federal government is the main buyer of weapons, the governor would make the government buy guns only from companies that use the latest and superior technologies. Finally, O’Malley would make the trafficking of guns a federal crime. On the Republican side, none of the candidates, at least as of this writing, can even entertain the possibility of passing new gun restrictions.

“Criminals don’t follow gun laws...there is just no evidence that these gun laws would prevent these shootings.” Marco Rubio, the senator from Florida, said. “Gun control only works for those who are normal law abiding citizens.” Ben Carson claimed. As for Jeb Bush, he said, “Look stuff happens, there is always a crisis and the impulse is always to do something and it is the right thing to do.”

Donald Trump also showed doubt that increased gun control will yield less gun violence. “You’re going to have these things happen.” Trump said. As pointed out by the Washington Post, the National Rifle Association’s (NRA’s) strong influence over Congress, particularly Republican members. Moreover, Republican voters are less likely to support gun control restrictions. These two factors help explain why most Republicans in the Congress as well as GOP presidential candidates are reluctant to support sensible gun control measures. Obama, who has given 11 speeches in the wake of mass shootings during his administration, also pointed out during his latest speech that America spent more than a $trillion and the government created a new cabinet, the Homeland Department in order to protect the public from threats of terrorism since the 9-11 attacks. There was a generally bipartisan support for the steps that were taken to protect the country. When it comes to gun control, however, there is virtually no electoral Republican in Congress and none of the Republican presidential candidates who would support strengthening existing gun laws despite the death of thousands of Americans as a result of gun violence every year.

Since Republicans controlled both the Senate and the House of Representatives, it is highly unlikely that Congress would make it harder to acquire guns in the near future.
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Pigeon shooting: Who are the real animals?

According to Heidi Prescott, who is the Senior Vice President of Campaigns to the Humane Society of the United States, Live Pigeon Shooting is a process in which live pigeons are captured by humans, put into small boxes and then they are “launched into the air” where they are shot at close range. The shooters involved refer to this as a contest in which they earn points for every pigeon they shoot down within a certain proximity.

Many of the birds, who are not killed at the time of the shoot, fly away and most of them eventually succumb to their injuries and bleed to death. Animal Advocates, familiar with the common use of pigeons instead of clay in these shoots, are seeing live pigeon shooting as inhumane and cruel. They also define live pigeon shooting as simi- lar to a clay shoot, except that they are shooting live animals instead of clay.

According to the Humane Society of the United States, Pennsylvania is the last state to allow live pigeon shooting, and state advocates are struggling to put an end to these “cruelty killings” in their state. According to Heidi Prescott, who is the Senior Vice President of Campaigns to the Humane Society of the United States, the Live Pigeon Shooting Bill, SB 715 was passed by the Pennsylvania State Senate with a 36 to 12 vote last session. However, the Pennsylvania House of Representatives Majority Leader failed to bring the bill up and put it on the floor, so the pending bill died.

Elissa Katz is another animal advocate who is fighting for an end to Live Pigeon Shooting as well. She is a Pennsylvania lawyer and founder of a political organization dedicated to educating the public about animal legislation in their state, called Humane PA. Recently, Humane PA is posting on their website, titled, “The Blog That We Didn’t Want to Write,” which expressed the concerns animal advocates have with the continuous pending of the Live Pigeon Shooting Bill that has yet to be passed through legisla- tion and become a new law.

SB 715 will now have to be reintroduced this session in Harrisburg, which began Tuesday, Sept. 22.

“With regard to the House, since the bill has only been introduced in the Senate and there is not actual legislation pending in the House,” Elissa Katz states, “we are seeking the commitment from Rep- resentatives to support any legislation to ban live pigeon shoots. Public opinion polls have shown that the majority of Pennsylvanians favor an end to live pigeon shoots.”

Katz notes that the best way the public can help end live pigeon shooting in Penn- sylvania is to contact their elected officials and ask them to pass legislation to end the shoots. According to Katz, SB 715 was supported by Gov. Tom Wolf. “It is our belief that the bill has been given a vote in the House, it would have passed. The bill would be reintroduced and sent from the Senate or which may be introduced in the House itself,” as Katz said. In addition, Heidi Prescott relayed her own message as well to Pennsylvania citizens and animal lovers: “Please help this bill move out of the Senate and sent to the House. Ask your State Representa- tive to support SB 715. It is a long past time for this bill to pass through Pennsylvania Legislation.”

Currently, animal advocates in the state of Pennsylvania are asking their State Repre- sentatives and State Senators to “support any legislation to ban live pigeon shoots either from the Senate or which may be introduced in the House itself,” as Katz said. In addition, Heidi Prescott relayed her own message as well to Pennsylvania citizens and animal lovers: “Please help this bill move out of the Senate and sent to the House. Ask your State Representa- tive to support SB 715. It is a long past time for this bill to pass through Pennsylvania Legislation.”

Animal advocates, includ- ing the Humane Society of the United States and Humane PA, the “political voice for animals,” are hoping that an end to live pigeon shoot- ing will be passed quickly through the House of Repre- sentatives, hopefully during this current session.
The play was thoroughly enjoyable - the acting, sets and lighting were all great. The audience was held in its seat throughout the play and was amazed by the performances. The play was a big success and received many positive reviews. The play was a great choice for this season and will definitely be remembered for a long time.
Artmobile provides affordable experience in the arts

Bucks’ art museum on wheels, The Bucks Artmobile, will tour its new show, “Structures & Stories: Contemporary Book Arts” at Bucks County K-12 schools and public sites now through June 2017.

The 48-foot semi-trailer and art exhibition has traveled to all 13 districts of Bucks County. It even made an appearance in Washington, D.C., in the late 1980s at the annual meeting of the American Association of Community Colleges.

Fran Orlando, the director of the Artmobile - Hicks Art Center Gallery, said that the mission of the Artmobile is to foster an understanding of art by providing the people of Bucks County “access to fine, original works of art in their neighborhoods.”

Orlando said programs like this foster a role of leadership at Bucks.

“Through innovative and stimulating exhibitions appropriate for all ages, the Artmobile establishes the college as a center for community services and cultural activities.”

The Artmobile was a bicentennial project founded during an energy crisis in 1976. Fieldtrips became too expensive for schools due to expensive gas prices. “Artmobile filled a critical need by providing a museum experience right at the school. Now as teachers feel ever more pressed to make the most of instructional time, Artmobile continues to provide a cost-effective and time-efficient museum experience for their students,” said Orlando.

By the time Orlando became director in 1986, Artmobile’s popularity grew enough to change the frequency of new exhibitions from twice a year to once every two years. This enables Bucks to accommodate all of the schools that request visits. Over the course of this tour about 35,000 students and adults at 60 schools and seven public sites in Bucks County will see the Artmobile exhibition.

The theme of the new exhibit is “Book Arts.” This theme essentially includes pieces that are books, made of books, or inspired by books. Sue White, book artist and curator, selected the individual artists and pieces for the show. “Books Arts is the perfect marriage between sculpture and narrative – or structures and stories,” said Orlando.

The show features many interactive displays. Orlando said iPads serve as “interactive wall labels” that show videos related to the artwork. Simple toys, such as a Jacob’s ladder and paper crafts, let visitors use their senses of touch and sight to develop a greater firsthand understanding of the art.

A rotating selection of student-made zines was put into the show as “A way that visitors could actually participate or contribute to the exhibition. I wanted the show to be more than just looking at what others had done, I wanted to encourage everyone to be inspired to express themselves and make art,” according to Orlando. Student zines can also be viewed on an online gallery on the Artmobile page at the Bucks website.

“In the spirit of accessibility Orlando said, “Artmobile is appropriate for all grade levels and is accessible to individuals with mobility constraints. Our professional educators engage students of all ages in dialogue about the art through tours geared to their grade level.” Educators are also available to provide information and informal discussion at public sites.

“I want all of our visitors to leave Artmobile having had an enjoyable, accessible and unique learning experience that whets their appetites for more exposure to the arts,” said Orlando.
Here’s how to be fashion forward while still staying frugal this Fall

By: DIANNA SCHULTZ
Tobacco Road

Now that the 90 degree weather is finally behind us, leaves are changing colors, and Halloween candy is out, we know that fall has finally arrived, and it’s time for us to get our closets ready for the new season. The goal is to be stylish, and not go broke in the process.

As a college student you’re most likely always looking for a deal whether it’s that buy one get one 50 percent off coupon, or just a few cash off, every penny counts.

The secret is looking for the good deals. Brianna Moler, 19, Paralegal major from Morrisville says, “I’m always looking for a good deal. My friends tease me sometimes and call me an old lady because I always have coupons, but I have to save money however I can.” Briana also goes on to tell us that she finds some really good deals on her shopping trips. “I have a little extra. I have to save money however I can.”
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The secret is looking for the good deals. Brianna Moler, 19, Paralegal major from Morrisville says, “I’m always looking for a good deal. My friends tease me sometimes and call me an old lady because I always have coupons, but I have to save money however I can.” Briana also goes on to tell us that she finds some really good deals on her shopping trips. “I have a little extra. I have to save money however I can.”

Though brands such as Forever 21 and H&M have dominated the world of fashion for young adults, there are some other options that have been around even longer than these brands. Stores such as TJ Maxx, Marshall’s, and Burlington Coat Factory for decades have prided them selves in affordable depart ment store fashion, without the costly prices. These stores offer various name brand items for discounted costs, and as a result of this, you get a very fall and fall clearance section for those looking to save a little extra.

Christine Hagedorn, Dean of Student Advising talks about how she saves money on her shopping trips. “I have never paid full price for my clothes. I only buy them at TJ Maxx, Burlington Coat Factory, Nordstrom Rack, and other places like that.” Christine also gives a few secrets to saving, “Quick! Buy now, buy a top before everyone gets there and then take all the good stuff!”

If you’re an avid online shopper there are some great deals just around the corner, for every major retail website has a guarantied sale section for all types of goodies. If you prefer thrift shopping there are a lot of hidden treasures. Places like Salvation Army and The Good Will are notorious for their hidden finds. However if you’re not ready for the thrift store just yet, stores such as Plato’s Closet are a great place to start. Plato’s Closet only accepts gently worn clothing from various shops, but everything is name brand at affordable prices. Your favorite jacket you saw at Urban Outfitters for $79.00 is probably $20 at Plato’s Closet.

Brian Reynolds, 22, Business Administration major from Trevose says, “I love going thrifting. You find so many great things, and with one good wash, they’re like new again. Salvation Army has great deals every Wednesday. They have half priced merchandise so it’s even cheaper. But you have to go in the morning before everyone gets there and take all the good stuff!”

As of the boy who never grew up. Peter Pan and how he came to be in the world of Neverland. The film is made over $15 million in one day. They have half priced merchandise so it’s even cheaper. But you have to go in the morning before everyone gets there and take all the good stuff!”

As of the boy who never grew up. Peter Pan and how he came to be in the world of Neverland. The film is made over $15 million in one day. They have half priced merchandise so it’s even cheaper. But you have to go in the morning before everyone gets there and take all the good stuff!”

Viewers can purchase tickets at Venue.com.
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“Pan” (2015)

“Pan”

“Pan” is a twist on the classic tale of Peter Pan and the wonderful world of Neverland. The film takes movie goers behind the life of Peter Pan and gives them the chance to be the boy who never grew up. The film is made over $15 million on its opening weekend and is expected to make much more in the weeks to come. The film is a great family friendly movie or just a great movie for a relaxing night out with friends. The film is rated PG.

This upbeat song is sure to have you singing along in the car, at the gym, or on your way to class. It’s urban and reggae beat tied into the pop loving sound of Adam Levine makes it a great track to listen to. This track is remip of the Billboard Charts and catching everyone’s atten tion.

This is a definite must add to your everyday playlist, besides who doesn’t love Adam Levine?
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High hopes for draft picks as Sixers rebuild

By Ryan Haines

After claiming the third-worst record in the NBA last season the Philadelphia "Nets" will rely on former dominant Duke center and third overall pick in the 2015 draft, Jahlil Okafor, along with other acquisitions made in the off-season to improve this year.

With last year in the rear-view mirror, and their season opener on Oct. 28 against the Boston Celtics swiftly approaching, it’s time to shift our focus toward the upcoming season.

Of the 23 players who logged minutes for the team last season the only notable departures were point guard Ish Smith and forward Luc Mbah a Moute.

Free agency was mostly quiet; they were able to sign both Scottie Wilbekin and Kendall Marshall to multi-year deals. Both players are expected to compete for the starting point guard position this season.

Those moves were followed with a minor splash in the trade market when Sixers General Manager Sam Hinkie acquired shooting guard Nik Stauskas and forward Carl Landry from the Sacramento Kings.

Nik Stauskas was the eighth overall pick in the 2014 NBA draft and was a highly regarded three-point shooter coming out of college.

Nathan Weaver, 19, a business administration major from Quakertown says, “I really think the Stauskas trade was a huge step for the team. Hopefully he is able to open up the offensive for his teammates.”

The trade for Stauskas was a move made by Hinkle in order to improve the Sixers’ shooting troubles. They ranked second-to-last in the league last season in three-point shooting percentage at just 32 percent.

However, the Sixers added their most anticipated off-season acquisition through the NBA draft when they used the third-overall pick on former Duke University center Jahlil Okafor.

Okafor is expected to step into the starting lineup immediately and join forces with fellow franchise building block Nerlens Noel.

There is some angst within the fan base on whether or not the two big men will be able to play together. “I like both players a lot, but I do have my doubts about how they will play together when they are on the court at the same time,” admits Cody Steene.

After claiming the third overall pick on former Duke University center Jahlil Okafor.

The additions of Okafor, Stauskas, and Marshall accompanied by the development of current Sixers Nerlens Noel, Jerami Grant, and Robert Covington, has left head coach Brett Brown with arguably the most talent he has had in his three seasons.

The Sixers are still a few years away from realistically competing for a championship, but competing for a playoff spot may not be so unrealistic.

“They’ve been building this team for three years now and they have some good talent. I would say it’s definitely a reasonable expectation,” says Brett Wolf, 20, business administration major from Quakertown.

One of the biggest things fans will be looking for this season is improvement.

Coming off of consecutive 63 and 64-loss seasons that won’t be hard to come by. This is the first season where the Sixers are expected to take a step forward and the future is supposed to come into focus.

With some core players in place to lead the franchise into the 2015-2016 season it’s hard to say that excitement for the season is building.

Anthony DiMarzo, 19, a business administration major from Kellenersville says, “I can’t wait for the season to start, this year’s team is going to be so much more exciting and competitive.”

Heading into their season opener in a few days the Philadelphia “Nets” will be looking to win the 2016 NBA championship, and that’s okay.

Progress is the end game for the Sixers, and heading into this year’s season that’s exactly what the fans should be eagerly awaiting.
Reynaldo Bonilla: More than just a striker

Reynaldo “Rey” Bonilla, at just 19, has become the all-time leading goal scorer in Bucks soccer history along with becoming nationally ranked amongst community colleges in the country.

Bonilla is ranked second in the country in scoring and points, meaning that assists come as frequently as his goals. Rey has been playing soccer since he could barely walk stating, “It’s in the blood man.” He still competes in men’s leagues with his dad to this day, the man who taught him the game.

Rey dedicates his outstanding play to, “this angry new Yorker” which is the nickname for teammate Rui Raimundo who was recently in a car accident and is unable to complete the rest of the season due to injuries.

Besides thanking God, Rey specifically wants to dedicate every goal and every win the team gets to Rui, and his speedy recovery because he’s been there, stating “I know the feeling of wanting to play and being hurt and it’s the worst, so we (the team) want to dedicate this season to him because we know it’s the only thing that we can do to make him happy.”

Rey continued to stress how important togetherness is, he really works hard to bring the team together as a family, “that’s the key to why we’re so good on the field.” Rey also works to better the community.

He actively participates in volunteer work, “in 2 weeks we’re going to Philly to give food to the homeless.” He went on to say “we also made cupcakes for the Newtown PD as an appreciation for putting their lives at risk to have a safer community.”

Who knows what’s in store for Rey in the near future, but in an interview Coach named “St. Joe’s, Rider, Monmouth, it isn’t really his concern at the moment.” Though when Rey was asked he said “the goal is somewhere D1.” Rey really works hard to be the best he can be at anything he does, but like any great athlete he’s got his pregame rituals.

He takes a minute or two to be alone and think about the game and try to completely focus on it by the time warm ups come along. He says “it helps me make sure I’m 100% ready physically but most importantly, mentally.”

It takes a lot more than just skill to be a great player like Bonilla, Coach says he sees the game a lot quicker than most guys, “his IQ really sets him apart.”

As one of the team’s leaders, Rey knows the importance of chemistry and brotherhood throughout the team. “It’s one of the keys to why our team is so great.”

Continuing on to say, “These guys are like my family, I’d do anything for these guys.”

When inquiring about a lengthy playoff run Rey said “we have a solid squad to make it further than last year.”

The goal is to win that championship, Rey and the team are making their final push towards the playoffs. As always, it is encouraged that Bucks students come out to the Centurion’s games to offer their support.